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Would like to congratulate you on your purchase of the

True OverDrive - Wise Guy

 

 

This guy definitely connected! The WIse Guy is a new take on the popular 2-in-1 overdrive pedal.
Although based on the classic JRC4558D op-amp, this ain’t your grandfathers ol’ dirt box!

The circuit is a brand new design. Unlike most other overdrives and distortions, “boutique” or budget brands. the 
Wise Guy achieves its incredible warm tube-like overdrive without the common use of clipping diodes, but purely 

from cascading gain stages much like in a real tube amp, and is therefore classified as a TrueOverDrive™. The 
WIse Guy is an excellent sound shaping tool for all genres of music, and the sparcle and tube-like clarity of the 

15db boost will help drive your tube amp into overdrive or to be heard above the mix of the band when soloing in 
live situations.

Plug in, play and enjoy!

Gain
Controls the 

amount 
gain/overdrive

Overdrive switch
Lets you choose 

between two types of 
gain and drive

LED
Indicates 

on/off status

Foot switch no.1
Turns the overdrive 

effect on or off

Volume
Sets the overall 
volume level of 
the overdrive side 
of the pedal

Boost
Controls the 
volume level of 
the boost side of 
the pedal

Tone
Lets you dial in the 
desired amount of 
high end sparkle on 
the overdrive side of 
the pedal

Foot switch no.2
Turns the boost 
effect on or off

Output Jack

9V DC

Input Jack

POWER:
You can use any standard 9V power supply with negative center polarity             or a 9V battery.

The battery can be accessed by unscrewing the four screws on the back of the pedal.

For more information please visit our website at 

www.lunastone.dk
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